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Gold Is Not A Safe Haven? Tell That To
People In Indonesia

Posted by : GoldCore
Post date: 09/17/2013 - 09:54
The U.S. Federal Reserve is insolvent and has
liabilities of over $3.2 trillion and yet has capital
of just $60 billion. Therefore, it is leveraged by
fifty to one, akin to a highly leveraged hedge...

Supply and Demand Report: 15 Sep,
2013

Posted by: Monetary Metals
Post date: 09/17/2013 - 01:14
The prices of the metals were down sharply
last week. Was this manipulation? As you’ll
see below, the picture in silver is
astonishing.

USA: Stagflation Here We Come!
Posted by: Pivotfarm
Post date: 09/17/2013 - 06:48
Just when you think that the worst has come,
been and gone, there will be more stuff hitting
the fan in the very near future and that should
serve as a lesson to the next head of the
Federal Reserve...

Tweet 392
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Standoff In The Mediterranean: The US vs
Russian Navies

Submitted by Tyler Durden on 09/05/2013 11:05 -0400

25

 

While the leaders of the two superpowers are shaking hands for the
camera in St. Petersburg, their navies are sending a different message.
Here is the latest  breakdown of the world's key navies in the
Mediterranean theater of naval operations as of last night. By now it is
likely woefully outdated, now that there are reports the Chinese have
joined the fray too (not on the side of the 'free droning world').
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 "The End for Obama?" Could Barack Obama's entire presidency be
ruined by a single upcoming event? One of the most widely read
journalists in America thinks so.
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And drive from state to state. Do they let you do that?"...

~ Capt. Vasili Borodin

Leonardo Fibonacci2

God Bless Edward Snowden for openning our eyes
to what the STATE is doing.  It does not take much
to become an ENEMY OF THE STATE!!! From within

or without (Syria)

Almost Solvent

Well then, in winter I will live in... Arizona. Actually, I
think I will need two wives.

francis_sawyer

Excellent!

robilla

Just change Cyrus' name to Cuba and it's the
60's again.

New Hope Democratic President.... Check

Imaginary line... Check

Strong Russian/Soviet Leader... Check

Naval Confrontation.... Check

Crazy-Ass dictator ingnoring the West's demands....
Check

Needless potential for annihlation... Check
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HoofHearted

All I can think is those are some pretty
damned big ships. One of them is about a
quarter the size of the entire country of

Israel.

Arius

yeah, well .... Israel is a lot bigger
than that ... at least, just a tiny bit
... for starters there are more than 8

millions living currently under its borders ....
Greece is around 12 millions and France
about 50 millions ... so, the damn big ships
welll...

The

Juggernaut

Gulf of Tonkin 2.0.  I hope the US
government doesn't plan a

terrorist attack on the 9/11 anniversary
to speed up their aggression.

maskone909

being that most of these
vessels are nuke powered, if
they bomb eachother, we are

all Fuked - as in fukashima x100
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SpiceMustFlow

HAHA at least the French
are ready to take on the
mighty Russian horde

The_merovingian

Whoooohooo! Mexican
standoff… wheres my

popcorn?

This Risk map looks weird?!?

Popo

No subs?   Well...
you can be sure
there are LOADS

of subs in the area too...

...And while the Israeli's
aren't technically
involved... well... They're
involved.    Those subs
are also all over the
place...

DeadFred
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Nope, the
chart shows no
subs. I'm sure

the Russians and
Chinese and Iranians
don't have a single sub
out there in the
waters... lurking and
waiting. LOL We are
watching the
destruction of the US
government as
Congress gets ready
to vote for an illegal
action that NOBODY
wants, one that will
likely have huge
consequences. There
are a great many ways
this can play out with
some scenarios being
much worse than
others. For those of
you out there who
believe that prayer
changes things this is
a really good time to
start asking that we
see some of the less
awful outcomes come
our way.

MarsInScorpio

WW III is
only one
spark away

. . .
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WarriorClass

If this
is not
grounds

for
impeachment,
there is
NOTHING this
sick
sonofabitch in
the White
House can do
that the US
Senate and
Congress will
find for cause!

http://americandictators.blogspot.com/

Manthong

it

must be
just me..
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the booze,
drugs or
whatever..

how all this
middle
eastern
stuff
distracts
from
meltdowns
at
Fukushima
and the
Japanese
and US
economies.

Oh. well..

I think I will
have
another...
whatever.

TeamDepends

War
children 
It's just
a shot
away
it's just
shot
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away

Gimme
Gimme
shelter 
Or I'm
gonna
fade
away

I tell
you
love,
sister 
It's just
a kiss
away

 

Manthong

"And
I
will
marry
a
round
American
woman
and
raise
rabbits,
and
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she
will
cook
them
for
me..""

..and
use
my
Hk,
and
be
bery
good
friend
of
HH"..

(maybe
they
wrote
that
out
of
the
script)

Random

Yeah,
that
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terrible
(Chernobyl
on
steroids
or
whatnot)
victimless
and
clean
meltdown
is going
to kill
us
all...any
time
now...

Chump

Congress is
on the
verge of
approving
some
resolution
something
or other, all
legit-like.
 Why would
they
impeach
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over
something
they
authorized?

TeamDepends

It's not
impeachment
we
want
anyway. 
All
these
bastards
must be
indicted
for
TREASON!!!!

Chump
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Exactly
right,
well
said.

Nage42

Well
then,
best

time in the
world for some
more US-Israeli
missle "tests"
then, right?

optimator

They

shouldn't send
the USS
Bedford into
the Med.
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Sparkey

WW111
is
literally

a spark away,
yet that is
greeted with
macabre
hilarity by the
denzines of
"Tyler Land",
why? Not for
lack of mental
acuity, in most
cases anyway!
So what
accounts for
it? Have we
thrown our
hands up in
supplication as
we surrender,
as we must, to
the Fates,
hoping for the
best? I think
hoping for the
best, trying to
be
as cautiously
optimistic as
their World
view will allow,
describes most
people. What
else could you
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do? Protecting
your own
sanity is going
to require some
effort for the
next little
while.

Great negitive
events in
Human history
has been
accompanied
by epidemics of
mass
hallutionations
and general
madness, what
is unfolding
before us is the
manifestation
of the present
mass insanity
infecting
mankind, it only
takes one
carrier to
quickly infect
the whole herd,
in the world of
mass
communications
I think we are
now a global
herd
interconnected
by social
media, Herd
reaction is not
reflective
action it is raw
instinct's
response to
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the stresses of
living in a
disfunctional
world, a world
where nothing
is as we are
taught to
believe it is,
experiments
have shown
that people
conditioned to
this reality are
more
distrustfull,
more fearfull,
and more apt
to react
radically when
the growing
level of fear
they
experience
daily
overwhelms
their ability to
suppress it, at
that point
people don't
mind dying and
their fears
have lost their
power to
control them,
they exhibit
great energy
and will follow
a credible
leader who
articulates
goals they
willingly
embrace and
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make their
own. Perhaps
this is the
stage when
people are truly
alive,
everything is
precieved as
being as it
shoud be and
the future
beacons
brightly.

Human nature
is wired into
the instinct,
the way we
manifest
instinct's
urgings is not,
we have free
will in our
actions, yet no
knowledge of
the  origin of
our actions, we
think we know
why we do
things,
because our
constant
conscious
verbal revery is
employed to
create
justifications
for our actions
yet, a clear
look at todays
world shows us
as a species
supposedly
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about to
commit mass
suicide, I said
supposedly, I
hope it can be
averted!
A common
theme here on
ZH is that the
rich will
somehow,
miraculously,
emerge fron
the chaos
richer and
stronger than
they where
before the
chaos, This is a
Pean to Money
the font from
which all
goodness
flows,
unfortunately
for the rich,
and all the rest
of us too,
nothing much is
going to
survive and in
the `Status
Quo` Post
chaos, money
won't buy
much, I read
lately, that
some of the
wealthy have
been rich since
the sixteen
hundreds,
prehaps if your
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family has
known
priviledge for
four hundred
years you can't
imagine it
ending, it will
end, four
hundred years
is just a long
lucky streak
that is all.

Human nature
still springs
from the
instinct, our
actions are
modified by our
consciousness,
instinct's
primary goal is
to  always seek
survival,
consciousness
adds other
goals which
often detract
from the
primary
mission.

If you don't
think something
big is
happening
what do you
think is
happening in
the World
which thinks it
may or will be
bombed  next,
as they watch
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Senators, and
the President
debate sending
Missiles into
their homes?
This is a tipping
point, Mankind
is faced with a
choice either
take the next
step on
evolutions
ladder, or face
a very grim
future, a future
which will
indeed
aggressively
thin the herd!

TheFourthStooge-

ing

DeadFred
sed:

Login or register to

post comments

Nope,
the
chart
shows
no
subs.
I'm
sure
the
Russians
and
Chinese
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Based on past
naval exercises,
the Chinese sub
should be in the
middle of the US
carrier group.

Randoom Thought

"Israeli subs go
down all of the
time. Who's to

say if one of them
does not come back
up?" (or was that
Zionist talking about
North Korean subs?)

The Big Ching-aso

and
Iranians
don't
have a
single
sub out
there
in the
waters...
lurking
and
waiting.
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Shit. The
Brits are

there. This could
turn into a Bay of
Wigs.

rwe2late

"On to Moscow!" says
the short balding man.

Vive l'Empereur Hollande !

(What could go wrong ? )

rocker

Just think of it this
way. Hopefully we

would not miss what ZH
has.  Unless I am blind and
did not see it.

Where the hell are the
Russian Submarines.
Surely, I don't believe
they have none. I know
better. 

Moustache Rides
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The Russian
subs are
there... they

are in stealth
caterpillar mode. 

Analyse2

I hope the French
Parliament will say NO
to join the US in this

war

TheFourthStooge-ing

.

I hope you're right, but
Hollande appears to be
dancing to the tune of
Vichy DC.
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I hope the
French
Parliament will
say NO to join
the US in this
war
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ebear

Yeah, how'd that work
out the last time?

saucy

YOU'RE SPREADING
FEAR!!!!! Oh yeah, ZH
doesn't do that.

Tsukato

Wouldn't it be something if this
was all a massive con, and
everybody is actually

positioning to annihilate Israel? I don't
remember either Obama or Putin being
too chumsy with them. One can
dream...

Herd Redirectio...

Obama not chumsy?  You
been paying attention?

Whiner
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Obammy on hot mike
to Mehdev:" Tell Putin
Ill have more flexibility

after reelection." Mehdev
grabs Messiah Obomber's
arms. " I will tell him. We are
with you." Dear Leader lies
again! Or did he?

TheReplacement

Just a thought exercise
here...

If Putin dislikes Israel,

and

Obama dislikes Israel,

well,

doesn't that speak rather highly
of Israel?

francis_sawyer

That's what you call
"thinking"?...

stacking12321
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jim willie says israel
has been moving away
from the us/nato orbit

and towards the russian orbit,
with their mutual interest in
tamar / natural gas.

francis_sawyer

fine with me...

~~~

GET.OFF.MY.LAWN.

Let's just see how much
patience Putin has for
those parasites...

Herd Redirectio...

Does that
mean the aid
payments are

a thing of the past?

Lore

You make it
sound as
if some people

only care about
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money.

Chandos

"Just a thought
exercise here..."

Practice makes perfect; keep
at it...

ShouldveLeftHer

The enemy of your
enemy is not your

friend, friendo.

Abitdodgie

9/11 is a special day for
Mardok (Satan) and he loves
burnt offerings ,so lets think?

bigkahuna

The luciferians are running
bartertown. They can
throw the switch anytime

and cause one ginormous
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catastrophe. They know it and
anyone paying attention knows
that we could wake up one
morning to a complete maelstrom.
Radiation in the pacific, oil/corexit
in the GOM, wars in the ME and a
whole globe addicted to worthless
fiat/government interventions.

Herd Redirectio...

I think they have the
most 'poker chips', but
I think if they try to

cash in and leave the casino
they are in trouble.

CPL

Big trouble.
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